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INTRODUCTION

The Ontario Nonprofit Network (ONN) is developing a Sector Driven Evaluation Strategy to empower nonprofits to become more actively involved in setting the evaluation agenda. We are focused on how evaluation is negotiated at a high level and making sense of evaluation systems. By looking at the complete picture of evaluation in the sector, with an eye and an ear to the needs of different stakeholders, our hope is to be able to design a strategy that helps nonprofits to make evaluation work for them.

In Ontario’s nonprofit sector, evaluation is least likely to lead to positive action when it is used only as a means to hold nonprofits accountable for their use of grant money. The potential for learning and action is even lower if the process is poorly explained, based on unrealistic expectations, or under-resourced. This is not in the least surprising. The evaluation literature has identified these mistakes and their implications time and again. It has also developed a wide range of ideas about why these problems occur and how to avoid them. The Sector Driven Evaluation Strategy is designed to make evaluation less about paperwork and more about insight.

Finding ways to make evaluation more meaningful and more useful has been a key theme in the evaluation literature since the discipline began, and there is no shortage of discussion around improving evaluation among nonprofit practitioners. The topic has been a highlight at ONN’s annual conference in recent years. However, much of the discussion around improving evaluation focuses on methodology, tools, and indicators. There has been less attention paid to who is asking and determining the questions of evaluation, such as who evaluation is for and what is its purpose. Consequently, the purpose of this background paper is to review the literature on evaluation use with a particular focus on systemic factors. In other words, we are interested in looking at the relationship between evaluation practice and the overall structure and function of the nonprofit sector in Ontario.

We’re interested in the policies and regulations that guide us, the roles played by various actors, the assumptions we make, the language we use, and the ways in which resources move through the sector. We’re examining the purposes that evaluation serves, both overt and implicit. We want to learn more about the factors that make evaluations really useful, the issues that can get in the way of evaluations being useful, and ideas for improvement. Ultimately, our goal in this paper is to generate a broad vision to inform our project’s final outcomes.

*Evaluation* is a term that is used in a variety of ways. In this paper, we use the term inclusively and we intend to cover performance measurement, evaluation of individual programs, and systems-level
evaluation. It should also be noted that the body of literature is quite diverse and that evaluation as an issue does not exist in isolation from other areas of nonprofit work, such as fundraising/grant-writing and data collection and analysis. While these intersections are important, they are worthy of their own study and only briefly addressed in this document.

This paper is divided into five parts. Part one looks at the different types and purposes of evaluation and other measurement and accountability tools. Part two looks at the factors that contribute to making evaluations useful. Part three surveys what is happening in Ontario’s nonprofit sector and identify some of the tensions and challenges that get in the way of useful evaluation. Part four offers up ideas on promoting increased use of evaluation. Finally, part five covers some early ideas from our research to date for potential strategies and solutions to be included in a Sector Driven Evaluation Strategy.

### WHAT IS IN SCOPE?

The purpose of this project is to develop a sector-driven evaluation agenda. The literature on evaluation practice, evaluation use, and the factors that promote use is vast, so this first section has tried to identify our scope. The term *evaluation* can refer to a number of different kinds of measurement work. Of particular interest in this paper are performance measurement, program evaluation, systems evaluation and applied research. In this section the differences between these four types of work are explained. All four types are considered in the sections that follow and we have tried to be clear about which ones we are talking about at any given point.

### 1. Defining evaluation

In the nonprofit sector, the term evaluation is used to cover a wide range of social research activities, undertaken by different stakeholder groups. For some, evaluation might mean a group of staff getting together at the end of a program cycle to reflect on how it went. For others, evaluation could be a complex, multi-year research project with sites all over the province and access to a large team of academic experts. Evaluation can also be undertaken for many different reasons. Sometimes, it is motivated by a desire to hold nonprofits
accountable for their use of public money. At other times, ongoing program improvement, buy-in from partners, or program expansion might be the goal. Often, a single evaluation project has multiple goals.

Many in the field have pointed out that there really is no single definition that adequately captures all of this diversity. When pressed, most authors in the field respond with something like Patton’s definition: “Evaluation is the systematic collection of information about the activities, characteristics, and results of programs to make judgments about the program, improve or further develop program effectiveness, inform decisions about future programming, and/or increase understanding.”

Evaluation is a relatively young discipline and has changed a lot over the years. Today, more nonprofits than ever report engaging in some form of evaluation, and the practice of evaluation has become more diverse.

Evaluation can help a nonprofit make sense of what it does and how it does it. It provides an opportunity to engage with all stakeholders, reflect on both failures and successes and learn from them in order to make evidence-based decisions. Ultimately, one of the defining qualities of evaluation — and the quality that distinguishes it most clearly from applied research — is that it is designed to inform action in a direct, specific, and timely way.

There are numerous ways in which evaluation findings can be used. The following table (Table 1) outlines a few.

**TABLE 1. EVALUATION USES.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrumental use</th>
<th>When evaluation recommendations are acted upon directly.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conceptual use</td>
<td>When an evaluation helps users develop a deeper understanding of key issues or ideas. An evaluation report may, for example, help an organization to realize that board members and front-line staff do not understand the principle of inclusion in the same way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbolic, legitimative or persuasive use</td>
<td>When evaluation findings help to bolster the case for an intervention that is already planned, or to adjust the strategy for implementation of that intervention. An organization may</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
already have a strong belief, based on years of experience, that a new strategy will work. An evaluation of a small pilot project may then help it get the resources to implement that strategy on a larger scale.

| Process use | When the evaluation experience itself leads to action. A board member may sit in on a focus group, for example, and develop a better relationship with service users as a result (even before an evaluation report is released). When those involved in an evaluation project have a narrow conception of use, they miss important insights. |

Indeed, there are many different approaches to evaluation and the field is evolving all the time. For the purposes of this paper, there are a few definitional issues that are particularly salient. They are explored in the subsections below.

**EVALUATION AND PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT**

The simplest form of evaluation is often called *performance measurement* or program monitoring. This is the ongoing, day-to-day data gathering that program staff and volunteers do as part of their job. It tends to use low-cost, less intensive data gathering techniques. It often focuses on tracking program processes and outputs (e.g., attendance rates, demographic information about participants or basic feedback on satisfaction).

Performance measurement often generates data that managers can use quickly and frequently, and as a result it helps in monitoring the program. Accreditation processes often rely heavily on performance measurement data, as do quality improvement processes.

Performance measurement work is so integrated into the process of program management, its purpose is often explicitly tied to accountability. Small organizations often have home-grown performance measurement systems that they have created internally. In large organizations, performance measurement tools are often integrated into professionally designed database systems so that information can be gathered, reviewed and interpreted quickly. Sometimes, entire systems or networks share a single performance measurement database. Ontario’s Community Health Centres share a performance measurement system, for example.
Program evaluation work tends to be more intensive, more formal, and more time limited than ongoing program monitoring efforts. While program monitoring typically produces a simple summary of key statistics or a dashboard, a program evaluation project typically begins with a critical analysis of the theoretical assumptions underlying a program (using a theory of change) and produces an analytical report with conclusions and recommendations. Program evaluation work often involves deeper investigation into the outcomes or impacts as well as questions about process. It attempts to determine whether a program led to change and why.

It can be challenging to draw a clear distinction between the two forms of measurement. Monitoring and accountability are often the primary purposes of performance measurement work. While program evaluation work is also used for accountability purposes, it typically has other goals as well. It is intended to lead to on-the-ground insights, improvements in programming and even increase buy-in from various stakeholders.

EVALUATION AND APPLIED RESEARCH

While evaluation and research are both ways of better understanding social issues, applied research is usually intended to generate new knowledge for a wide audience. The Better Beginnings, Better Futures longitudinal research project is an excellent example of an important applied research project in the nonprofit sector.

As compared to evaluation, applied research is often more time consuming, more theory-driven, and more expensive. It often involves consideration of data from multiple programs or program sites. It is typically designed and carried out by academic researchers who are content experts in the research topic under consideration. Its primary purpose is to create a new, generalized knowledge base and therefore, it may not always generate practical recommendations for immediate local action.

Program evaluation, however, is usually designed to generate concrete, practical recommendations for people running a specific program or system. Evaluation is distinct from applied research in that it considers local context, the values of the people involved, program side effects, and other factors that an applied researcher would not consider, in order to generate “evaluative conclusions.”

PROGRAM EVALUATION AND SYSTEMS-LEVEL EVALUATION

While evaluation techniques can be used on a small scale to study an individual program or intervention within one community, one can also evaluate entire organizations, or even groups of organizations or large systems. For example, a government may simultaneously invest in life skills training programs for youth in
detention centres and community integration supports for these same youth after they leave custody. The evaluation of these two interventions is necessarily intertwined. Complex service interventions are very likely to work differently in different communities and to evolve over time.xii One city may choose to integrate community integration supports for youth leaving detention with programs for other groups of at risk youth, while another may not. Best practices developed in one community may eventually be adopted on a larger scale.

Perhaps the most important defining feature of complex interventions is that they require and encourage many different people, at different points along the “chain of intervention,” to be actively involved in various kinds of data gathering (including performance measurement, program evaluation and applied research). These diverse groups of people will inevitably have different priorities for the questions that they want answered through evaluation. Accountability in these situations is often dense and nonlinear, with different funders and different levels of government asking related but distinct questions at different times, and requiring different types of data.xiii

When governments or other large funders commission a large number of related evaluation projects, then seek to combine the findings of these projects into a larger report on the impact of a complex and diverse set of community investments, they are undertaking a process that is far more complex than ordinary evaluation. They are also asking very different kinds of questions than local agencies might ask. They are often focused on keeping the system running smoothly and managing accountability. At best, they are also interested in how the various parts of these interventions work together. Rarely are they interested in the immediate contribution of their programs to the lives of a specific, localized group of users.

WHAT’S THE RIGHT MEASUREMENT APPROACH FOR THE JOB?

Any organization that uses public resources faces pressure to demonstrate that it has used those resources responsibly. This is why program evaluation and related techniques are such important tools for Ontario’s nonprofit sector. Understanding the distinctions between different approaches can help to manage expectations. If a government department wants to identify best practices for promoting physical activity for seniors or generate rigorous evidence that safe injection sites reduce deaths, an applied research project may be more appropriate than a program evaluation. If a small nonprofit can only afford a very simple performance measurement system that tracks attendance and demographics, it may not be reasonable to expect it to report on client outcomes. Tables 4 and 5 in Appendices C and D provide a summary of these distinctions.
In essence, knowing which measurement approach is right for the job is critically important for both nonprofits and funders to make the most of their time and money. How to choose which approach is right though is not always an easy decision. As the next section illustrates, in order to make evaluation useful, there are number of factors to consider.

2. Making evaluation useful

In part one, it was stated that a focus on use is a key distinguishing feature of evaluation work. *Utilization-Focused Evaluation* is an approach, designed by Michael Quinn Patton, which tries to maximize the potential for action by identifying the intended uses of an evaluation in the planning stages.\(^{xiv}\) Patton draws a distinction between the audience for a report (all those who might have a passive interest in reading a report) and the *intended users* (those who are expected to take specific types of action on the basis of the evaluation). Uses and users are to be named in the most specific terms possible (e.g., “the executive director will use the findings from this evaluation to prepare her report on progress against the strategic plan” is better than “the evaluation will be used by organizational leadership for planning”). In simple terms, no evaluation project should begin unless the individuals who will act upon it have been clearly identified and unless those people have made a personal commitment to using the findings.\(^{xv}\)

Evaluators often make the mistake of rushing to considerations of methodology before working to make sure that the people involved are ready for evaluation and capable of benefitting from it.\(^{xvi}\) Key steps in promoting use include: overcoming apprehension about evaluation; generating evaluation questions that are meaningful to all stakeholder groups; and convincing those involved that there is a strong commitment to use from the beginning of the process.\(^{xvii}\)

In a review focused specifically on utilization in the context of the funder-fundee relationship, a number of factors were identified (and outlined in Table 2) that have an impact on the likelihood of evaluation use.\(^{xviii}\)
TABLE 2. FACTORS THAT PREDICT WHETHER EVALUATION WILL BE USED.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contextual factors</th>
<th>Human &amp; relationship factors</th>
<th>Evaluation factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• money and resources</td>
<td>• skill and experience of evaluators</td>
<td>• user involvement in evaluation design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• program stability</td>
<td>• commitment to translate the evaluation into action</td>
<td>• relevance and usefulness of evaluation questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• skill and experience of program staff</td>
<td>• engagement and commitment among intended users of the evaluation</td>
<td>• communication that is timely, transparent, honest, credible, and inclusive of all important stakeholders</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the end, human and relationship factors prove to be the single most important forces in utilization (much more important than the quality of the evaluation methodology or the depth of the analysis, for example) and they continue to play this role throughout all phases of the evaluation process from planning, through data collection and into analysis and reporting.\textsuperscript{xix} When a strong and trusting relationship exists, evaluations become easier to manage, less costly, and more focused, as well as more useful.\textsuperscript{xx}

**COMPLEX INTERVENTIONS AND USEFUL EVALUATION**

Facilitating good communication across stakeholders becomes more difficult and more important as evaluation work becomes more complex.\textsuperscript{xxi} In very complex systems, this type of facilitation can become the largest component of an evaluator’s role. Conflict management and consensus building skills become essential. Evaluation efforts are often initiated by different users for different, sometimes conflicting reasons. While difficult, taking the time to find the common interest across many different stakeholder groups is key and investing in ongoing communication at all levels throughout the evaluation process becomes even more important.\textsuperscript{xxii}

A few years ago, the Treasury Board of Canada studied factors that lead to effective evaluation in a federal government context. Support from senior management and a participatory approach to evaluation planning
were found to be key predictors of how useful an evaluation project would be. They also identified a number of more specific best practices for evaluation of complex government initiatives, including:

- involvement of the front-line program managers (as well as high-level senior managers) in all aspects of evaluation design, including terms of reference, choice of questions, and tool design;
- mutual agreement on the evaluation objectives and the criteria against which evaluation success will be judged, achieved through in-depth discussion about expectations among program staff, government funders, managers, directors and evaluators;
- frequent, open, rapid communication among all stakeholders including clients. Repeated check-ins with front-line program managers and other intended users throughout the process to ensure that the evaluation was still meeting expectations and addressing concerns; and
- collaboration around the development and presentation of the organization’s response to evaluation findings. xxiii

In short, the Treasury Board has learned that front-line partners are almost always high on the list of intended evaluation users, even when the evaluation is focused on high level systems questions. Executive directors and managers within nonprofits are often the ones with the most influence on how an evaluation will be implemented and used. xxiv Research suggests that nonprofit leaders are willing to try to embrace the findings of an evaluation and to learn from them. xxv It is for this reason that progressive grantmakers are increasingly interested in promoting a culture of learning whereby nonprofits use evaluation as a way to reflect, learn, and share their failures and successes. xxvi In this sense, evaluation is something that is embraced by everyone within the nonprofit as a principle and, therefore, a commitment to ongoing evaluation becomes part of organizational culture within the nonprofit.

REFLECTIONS ON EVALUATIONS THAT GET USED

Evaluation exists in order to inform action. The evaluation strategies that accomplish this most effectively are not necessarily those that have complex data or sophisticated methodologies. The most effective strategies invest time in building shared ownership and commitment to act. The resources reviewed in this section make it clear that choosing the right tool is a decision that is best made collaboratively. While a simple performance
A WAY TO KEEP USE IN FOCUS

Given that the intention for use is one of the distinguishing features of evaluation compared to reporting or research, the Utilization-Focused Evaluation (UFE) approach is very helpful in framing up the questions under discussion in this paper. In particular, UFE helps to highlight the fact that the focus here is not on the technical aspects of measurement, but on the human and relationship factors that seem to be the best predictors of evaluation use.

3. Evaluation in the nonprofit sector: Diagnosing the problem

A great deal of performance measurement and evaluation work takes place in Ontario’s nonprofit sector, and it is clear that this kind of work has the potential to do a great deal of good. There are many organizations and networks that now act in a way that is more evidence based and grounded in the experiences of their clients as a result of their evaluation work. Some of these success stories are small and local, while others have led to significant change at a province-wide level. A recent American study found that 95% of nonprofits engage in some form of evaluation, and most use that information to improve existing programs, report to the board, and plan for the future. xxvii There is some evidence that interest in evaluation work is increasing among nonprofits and that evaluation work is being used more often for a wider range of purposes. xxviii

That said, many feel that evaluation does not lead to action as often as it should. In 2014, one study found that 49% of American grantmakers shared their evaluation findings with other grantmakers, while 46% reported back to grantees, and 20% used evaluation findings in efforts to influence public policy or government
funding. However, many still find the process frustrating, stressful, and, at times, fruitless or even damaging to their communities. The purpose of this section is to try to better understand why this is the case.

**DIAGNOSING THE PROBLEM OF UNDERUTILIZATION**

The research literature identifies a number of factors that may explain why evaluation in Ontario’s nonprofit sector often becomes frustrating and ends up being under-used.

- A focus on accountability over learning
- A mismatch between approach and expectations
- A mismatch between investment and expectations
- Inadequate communication
- Inattention to certain kinds of evaluation questions

This section reviews each of these factors in turn.

**A FOCUS ON ACCOUNTABILITY CAN BECOME AN OBSTACLE TO UTILIZATION.**

When nonprofits express frustration with evaluation, they tend to focus on situations in which evaluation work is required by an external funder. More specifically, challenges arise when funders are using evaluation methods as a means of holding the nonprofit accountable.

Some studies conclude that nonprofits are spending more and more resources on funder-mandated evaluation. There is a strong perception in Ontario that this particular type of evaluation is becoming more common. This accountability shift reflects a larger societal change happening in countries around the world dating back to the late 1970s and the emergence of the New Public Management (NPM) framework. One of the features of NPM was a change in how accountability was defined. This change has seen “...accountancy expanded from checking whether the money had been spent in accordance with the rules, to checking on efficiency and effectiveness.”

Others have noted that accountability measures today “…tend to drive an ethics of accountability that is responsive largely to technical criteria and state-defined targets rather than an ethic of care concerned with
very specific service user needs.” As a result, nonprofits feel ill-equipped to make strategic, informed decisions about evaluation.

In the early 2000s, an effort was made through the Voluntary Sector Initiative to strengthen relationships between nonprofits and the federal government, which included work on accountability, but progress was limited. As well, in the early 2000s, some prominent government spending scandals meant an increase in evaluation requirements for all those receiving government funds, including nonprofits, in order to demonstrate accountability. More broadly, the emergence of charity watchdogs and media headlines on further scandals has put even more onus and attention on nonprofits and the work that they do. Accordingly, evaluation and accountability have grown increasingly linked in the minds of many.

It is important to say that funder-driven, accountability-focused, performance measurement style evaluation is not the only kind of evaluation work taking place in Ontario’s nonprofit sector. In fact, some research suggests that this type of evaluation is already on the wane. In 2003, Imagine Canada published a report suggesting that most evaluations in the sector (73%) were initiated by nonprofits themselves for internal reasons, while only 11% were initiated at the behest of funders. In 2012, an American survey found that the organization’s senior managers or CEO were a “primary audience” for 74% of evaluation projects, and that the board were a primary audience 65% of the time. Funders were a primary audience in 54% of cases. These figures vary by size of organization and by sub-sector, but suggest that there is much evaluation practice in the sector that falls outside of the problem that is being discussed in this paper.

While there may be debates about how common funder-driven, accountability-focused evaluation has become, there is consensus that it creates serious challenges for utilization. One of the effects of an evaluation system driven by funder accountability is that the process of evaluation itself comes to be seen as stressful, highly complex, and risky. “The net effect is that nonprofits are incented to focus on accommodating funders’ growing demands for metrics that underscore their grantees’ tactical prowess, efficiency and fiscal solvency, at the expense of addressing and solving complex social problems and concerns.” When nonprofits are not actively involved in setting the evaluation agenda, they may have anxiety about intended uses. This leads to a disconnect between the funder and grantee, whereby the funder and nonprofit have different views and understanding of what should be measured and how. As a result, nonprofits often feel as though they were “reeling from an accountability regime gone mad.”

In practical terms, this may lead to nonprofits tailoring their evaluation results to show a positive impact fearing (Look-Good-Avoid-Blame mindset) that a negative finding will lead to a funding cut. In some cases, an evaluation report may be written but quickly becomes forgotten because it is unclear how it would
help a nonprofit in its work. Moreover, there may not be time or financial resources dedicated to the thinking and planning that would be required to make the shift to active use. Alternatively, a report may be produced, but it is not shared or used by all relevant stakeholders.

THERE IS A MISMATCH BETWEEN APPROACH AND EXPECTATIONS.
Funder-driven accountability evaluation tends to use an approach that aims to answer questions beyond its abilities.

Evaluations initiated by funders for the purposes of grant accountability often use the methods and approaches of performance measurement. These projects often use simple methods that focus on tracking outputs. These methods tend to be integrated in the process of program management, and be short and inflexible. Little or no resources are devoted to building a shared understanding of the assumptions and roadmap toward achieving long-term goals (theory of change) or reaching consensus on the intended use of results, because the intended uses are seen to be simple and straightforward.

The focus on performance measurement may arise from sincere intentions on the part of the funder. It may stem from a desire to reduce the burden placed on grant recipients. A measurement system that focuses on simple data that is easy to gather may be seen as requiring less time and expertise to manage. It may also be the case that those interested in accountability see performance measurement as more objective and fair than other forms of evaluation. An accountability system built around a consistent, clearly explained and fixed set of indicators is a system that can make decisions mathematically. The potential for subjective interpretation or bias is reduced.

However, funders sometimes try to stretch performance measurement approaches to serve other purposes. They hope to learn about program impact and they hope to make important, strategic decisions on the basis of this analysis. This expectation may not be realistic.

Furthermore, the idea that performance measurement is simpler, cheaper, and more mechanical than other forms of evaluation may be misguided. When an elegant, well designed performance measurement system is up and running, it may look like nothing more than a set of check-boxes and forms. Yet, good managers, like good pilots, know which indicators to watch because they have a deep understanding of what is going on behind the dashboard. Effective performance measurement systems stand on the shoulders of a great deal of strong communication and clarity of purpose. Buy-in, trust, and clarity of purpose for front-line staff and field managers are arguably even more central to the success of this type of measurement.
THERE IS A MISMATCH BETWEEN INVESTMENTS AND EXPECTATIONS.
Evaluation work is often not resourced well enough to meet expectations.

Money is not the only important factor, many nonprofits do not have the capacity to tackle evaluation in a manner that provides them with what they need. As well, few nonprofits have neither a trained evaluator on staff nor staff with sufficient knowledge to be able to design and carry out a data collection initiative and make sense of the findings.

In a 2010 study, only 32% of nonprofits felt that foundation funders had been helpful to their ability to measure progress. Meanwhile, staff members at funding organizations often do not have the expertise or the time to respond to questions from their grantees about evaluation, especially if they are smaller foundations. Furthermore, when funders do offer training and support to nonprofits around evaluation, this support often focuses on the process of gathering evaluation data. It is less likely, therefore, to help nonprofits participate as partners in developing the evaluation agenda or to build capacity around synthesizing what they have learned and communicating these insights effectively to various audiences. While it may not be realistic in the short term to expect increased investment in evaluation, it may be possible to make sure that expectations align in a reasonable way with the current level of investment.

COMMUNICATION IS INADEQUATE.
Evaluation becomes more effective when there is ongoing communication across key stakeholders, especially when the evaluation is complex. Evaluation work becomes problematic when it is decoupled from investments in communication.

We know from the research literature that investment in ongoing communication is one of the best ways to ensure that evaluations get used. However, in a 2010 survey, nonprofit leaders from across the United States felt a need for more discussion with their funders about their evaluation work. In particular, 58% wanted more discussion around interpretation of the results and 71% wanted more discussion around developing the skills to collect and interpret data.

Most often, in accountability relationships, the flow of information tends to be from the nonprofit to the funder (i.e., the nonprofit reports to the funder on its progress). While this may satisfy the accountability component of an evaluation, it does not necessarily lead to learning or the strengthening of
relationships. In other words, when communication is limited to a grant application, a few written progress reports along the way, and a final report at the end, there is little opportunity to address potential concerns that may arise. These concerns, from a nonprofit perspective, can include questions such as how a report it produces will be used by funders, what happens to the information and data that it is rolling up to funders, as well as how to get feedback from the funders on what worked well and what did not.

Imagine a community in which there are five agencies that do work with youth at risk. Let us assume that each of these agencies receives funding for this work from two or three different funders. That means that there may be as many as 15 reports submitted to funders each year, all focused on more or less the same cluster of outcomes. However, this large cluster of data and insights is never considered in a holistic way. The five agencies are not likely to see one another’s reports. The funders do not typically share the reports they receive with each other or provide feedback to the grant recipients. Chances are that the youth served by these programs or the community members who support them through taxes or donations will see none of this information.

EVALUATION WORK IS NOT ADDRESSING THE FULL SPECTRUM OF QUESTIONS NEEDED TO LEAD TO ACTION.

Effective evaluation answers questions that matter to those who are in a position to take action. Accountability-focused evaluation asks a narrow range of questions.

Undeniably, evaluation is an important part of the nonprofit-funder relationship in helping funders to understand how their dollars are spent and what the effect has been. Yet, while the ideal relationship is one of a partnership with shared responsibility and understanding of each other's needs, in effect the current agenda is often determined by funders. In one study, 53% of nonprofit leaders felt that funders were “primarily interested in information about my organization’s performance that will be useful to them, rather than information that provides utility to me and my organization.”

As such, the questions they ask typically address systems-level questions (See Table 3 below) that are less useful for nonprofits. Sometimes the questions focus on narrow outputs (i.e., how many people attended an event), while other times they attempt to address questions that would be more appropriately addressed through applied research — questions about the interrelationships among multiple interventions, or questions about long-term impacts that are not immediately apparent by the time a non-profit has to report back to its funder.
If local nonprofit groups have little voice in setting Ontario’s evaluation agenda, the users of services and community members often have even less. There are few occasions, if any, for community leaders to contribute their input and reflect on the process. Furthermore, it can be difficult to build trust when technical evaluation language is used in place of language that is used at the community or service user level.

While nonprofits often feel over-evaluated, the same level of scrutiny is not always applied to other stakeholders in the field. Data in the Ontario context is hard to find, however, a 2014 American survey found that 53% of grantmakers ask their grantees for feedback on their grantmaking work, while 63% sought input on their overall strategy from grantees or community members.

Some kinds of evaluation questions — and, in particular, those that are more important to local agencies or to service users — get missed. Accountability-focused evaluation work mandated by funders is not designed to answer the questions that matter to individual nonprofits — questions of personal impact, nuances of local context, and adaptability to changing circumstances. In fact, as Table 3 below suggests, the questions that are of interest to large systems are sometimes in direct conflict with those that are meaningful to individual programs.

### TABLE 3. FACTORS THAT PREDICT WHETHER EVALUATION WILL BE USED.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Systems-level Evaluation Questions</th>
<th>Local Evaluation Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To what degree is this intervention implemented consistently across communities? How can we improve consistency?</td>
<td>How can we adapt this intervention to meet the local needs of our community?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is this intervention the best use of resources? Should these resources be redirected to more effective measures?</td>
<td>How can we continue to adapt and shape this intervention so that it becomes more efficient and has more impact over time?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There is nothing inherently wrong with an evaluation project that addresses questions important to governments and other funders. These questions are just as valid as those posed by any other stakeholder group. In fact, an argument could be made that government is well positioned to raise evaluation questions that speak to the greater common good because it is accountable to the entire electorate. However, an evaluation agenda driven by a single stakeholder group is not likely to generate good insights for action.

REFLECTIONS

Nonprofits often express frustration when it comes to the topic of evaluation. This section has made an effort to frame this problem more clearly. When evaluation is a top-down exercise it can result in the potential for nonprofit organizations to assume “cynical compliance” and “secret resistance” attitudes, whereby “people carry on working according to their own professional judgement, while still reporting up the system what they perceive to be ridiculous numbers.” That is to say that in situations like these, evaluation is seen to be something for someone else rather than a collaborative approach to learning. Rosalind Eyben refers to the influence of evaluation methodologies and tools (she uses the term artefacts) as “technologies of power” that are “enforced by authority but internalised so that no obvious external control is required.” In other words, evaluation becomes about a methodology or tool rather than a learning process.

In many respects, the crux of the problem exists at the intersection of our beliefs about learning, action, and accountability. Fundamentally, evaluation is a waste of resources unless it leads to better services that achieve greater change on issues that matter to Ontarians. The evaluation literature is rich with ideas about how to make sure evaluation leads to action. In particular, the literature tells us that action occurs when the stakeholders who are well positioned to act are deeply engaged in the evaluation process. Although there are numerous examples of good utilization-focused evaluation in Ontario, there is also a great deal of evaluation work that does not apply these principles.
with a particular type: externally-mandated evaluation that is undertaken for the purposes of accountability or systems-level evaluation. In large part, this frustration arises because this type of evaluation is not seen to lead to action. Often, the expectations are not a good match with the methodological approaches being used or the level of resources invested. The range of evaluation questions being addressed is too narrow to be useful. There is too much emphasis on the mechanics of data collection and insufficient investment in building buy-in, forming consensus, and articulating intended uses. There is insufficient communication throughout the process, leaving nonprofits unsure about whether the information was used or how. In many respects, these evaluation-related problems are a reflection of larger challenges in the nonprofit sector that centre on how investment is structured and how accountability is conceptualized.

In the following section, we explore some principles that lead to greater utilization of evaluations.

4. Promoting usefulness

Although problematic evaluation happens frequently in the nonprofit sector, it does not happen because of a lack of ideas about how to do better. Front-line nonprofits, funders, evaluators and policy analysts across the province are implementing strategies that are setting the stage for utilization. This section reviews some of these ideas. When evaluation work is initiated by an external funder, and the focus is only on accountability, the chances that an evaluation will get used are reduced. Individual nonprofits can (and regularly do) overcome these odds and produce useful evaluation work that meets the expectations of their funders. However, they should not have to. There are a number of ideas being explored in various contexts that attempt to make utilization the norm.

PROMOTING COLLECTIVE IMPACT AND STRATEGIC PHILANTHROPY

Recently, many funders have adopted approaches to grantmaking that are informed by theories like strategic philanthropy and collective impact.14 These approaches to investment are (in part) an effort to create more meaningful, evidence-based accountability procedures that are more firmly tied to clear impact goals and grounded in more participatory partnerships with nonprofit groups. In these approaches, grantmakers work
with other stakeholders to identify clearly defined shared goals and a detailed theory of change that explains how they intend to achieve these goals through investments. Achievement of outcomes plays a crucial role in soliciting donations as well as in grantmaking. From the very beginning of the application process, it is made clear to potential grant recipients that they will be responsible for reporting on specific metrics related to funder goals. The need for ongoing investment in communication, measurement, thoughtful analysis of data and transparent sharing of findings is acknowledged.

While these approaches have shown promise, they have also been criticized as promoting overly complex and onerous measurement expectations. Although designed in the spirit of partnership and collaboration, they do not always include mechanisms capable of redressing the power imbalance between funders, nonprofits and service users. They are not explicitly designed to broaden the voices involved in setting the evaluation agenda or alter the patterns of communication and interaction among stakeholders. Sometimes, the investment priorities that emerge from community consultation can become rigid over time.

RE-THINKING ACCOUNTABILITY RELATIONSHIPS

Evaluation is increasingly important to the funder-nonprofit investment relationship as interest in performance-based funding models continues to grow. Governments and private funders are seeking evidence on program effectiveness as a way to channel (always limited) resources to the highest performing organizations. While data and evaluation practices are still underdeveloped in the nonprofit sector, the demand for evidence to guide funding decisions will likely mean new resources must be dedicated to evaluation for this purpose.

The shift toward performance-based funding models presents both a challenge and an opportunity for nonprofits to critically examine their ways of working and to experiment with new approaches. While there are concerns about tying funding to results, such as the risk of “creaming” the best clients or choosing inappropriate targets for the client group, those nonprofits and sub-sectors that can demonstrate, through evaluation, that they are achieving results will be well placed to innovate and attract new funding. Regardless of whether performance-based funding models are appropriate for particular kinds of programs and services, the opportunity should not be missed to redistribute funding away from poor-performing areas toward higher-performing ones by relying more on evaluation in the service of the investment relationship.

These models look at accountability in somewhat new ways, but some authors advocate for more fundamental change in how we approach accountability. For example, Benjamin (2008) argues that it may be possible to improve the usefulness of evaluation in accountability relationships by reviewing the sources of risk in the
relationship and the significance of those risks. For example, accountability systems that are designed to maximize shared learning or support a nonprofit to handle unexpected challenges that arise during the grant term may look quite different from systems focused on preventing a grant recipient from wasting money. As Craig Valters notes, “...there is no reason why, for example, programmes could not be held accountable for how much has been learnt over time, how they have adapted to new information and why this adaption has been important for improved development outcomes. This cannot be the case if accountability continues to be conflated with accountancy.”

PROMOTING EVALUATION OF EVALUATION

Many resources are devoted to reporting and evaluation, but we know very little about the return on this investment. Funders rarely evaluate themselves directly and rarely check to see whether the evaluation findings reported to them by grant recipients led to action in the intended ways. However, this is changing. The Ontario Trillium Foundation, for example, has recently announced that it will make make data about its grants publicly accessible. In the U.S., the Center for Effective Philanthropy and Philamplify are developing programs and tools focused on getting feedback from grantees to funders.

PROMOTING USE TO ADVOCATE POLICY CHANGES

The potential for evaluations to inform policy at both an organization and legislative level is something that should not be ignored. An evaluation can be an empowering force that brings to light the evidence that shows a need for action. This may not be the goal for an organization starting out but, in certain contexts, it can demonstrate that an issue requires either a new policy or a change in policy and ultimately can affect societal change.

BUILDING CAPACITY TO NEGOTIATE EVALUATION AGREEMENTS

Evaluation is a complex field and the stakeholders in Ontario’s nonprofit sector do not always have clear or consistent understandings of its jargon, its uses, or its risks. Although nonprofits have access to many resources that can help them develop evaluation plans internally, there are very few resources designed to help nonprofits negotiate meaningful evaluation agendas with their funders or their partners. The Ontario Federation of Indigenous Friendship Centres (OFIFC) has developed a set of principles and guidelines that its members can use when they are invited to participate in applied research or evaluation work.
SIMPLIFYING THE EVALUATION PROCESS

Some authors have argued that utilization of evaluation could be improved simply by making the process less technical and complex. For example, it has been argued that evaluation can be done by anyone and that rigorous “technically correct” evaluation is not always called for. Instead, depending on the context, nonprofits should embrace imperfect but relevant evaluation that is manageable, useful, and does not require significant extra time or money. Results-based accountability is an approach that advocates for frequent dialogue between partners about the change they are making, focused on “turning the curve” of a specific, simple indicator. Richard Harwood has developed approaches to community consultation that focus on valuing “public knowledge” more and de-emphasizing the role of “expert knowledge.”

Making evaluation jargon simpler and more consistent has also been suggested. For example, the use of words like evidence and results can carry different meanings depending on who is using them (i.e., a funder’s definition of what constitutes evidence may differ than that of a nonprofit). By designing processes that use language that is easily understandable across stakeholders, conversations can be opened up that emphasize a shared path.

EXPANDING THE METHODOLOGICAL TOOLBOX

In some instances, creative approaches to evaluation should also be considered as they can help to facilitate the conversation and learning that more traditional methods might not allow for. In many cases, these methods are focused on using qualitative data in more systematic ways and challenging the assumption that numbers are always the most effective ways to demonstrate outcomes. For example, a project looking at urban high school-based teen pregnancy prevention programs in Greater Boston used a collage and discussion exercise with participating students to help promote dialogue on what constitutes a healthy relationship. Furthermore, non-traditional forms of evaluation can also provide some of the best learning opportunities. For instance, in the arts sector, artists are often their own greatest critics and self-assessment can be a valuable part of an evaluation.

Ultimately, evaluations that bring together many different stakeholders are more often going to lead to success. Transformative evaluation, empowerment evaluation, and participatory action research are a few examples of methodologies where learning is a central element. In these methodologies, the primary audience is at the community level rather than the nonprofit or funder. This means involving community stakeholders in designing and implementing the evaluation plan as well as in the sharing of the results.
implication is that evaluation is never value free, nor truly objective. Therefore, community stakeholders should also be part of determining the evaluation process to ensure that their values are represented.

As an example of this principle in action, the OFIFC explicitly prioritizes the community level in its research framework booklet:

Our approach to research is practical, fully recognizing communities as authors of the knowledge that any community-driven inquiry generates. USAI [Utility, Self-Voicing, Access, Inter-Relationality] stresses the inherent validity of Indigenous knowledge and positions it within all relationships, fully acknowledging political context…. USAI also responds to evaluation issues, offering a culturally-relevant approach to measures and indicators.\textsuperscript{1xxiii}

Evaluations can help to empower communities to push for change through the generation of information and data as well as through facilitating dialogue with different actors.\textsuperscript{1xxiv} It may be that there are different opinions and needs — and, indeed, those differing opinions and needs may be legitimate — but an evaluation that begins by leaving out voices can lead to the building of walls when none should exist.

OTHER IDEAS

This list is far from complete. Other ideas include:

- making more strategic use of applied research and bringing academic context experts into the discussion in a stronger way;
- promoting greater collaboration across funders on evaluation to create more consistent jargon-free language and expectations;
- exploring the potential for networked evaluation practice where nonprofits might work together on multi-site evaluation or applied research work;
- developing strategies to share evaluation approaches, methods and findings more effectively across the sector;
- using infographics and social media to communicate evaluation findings more effectively;
- using new technology (such as database design) to simplify evaluation; and
- making more use of developmental evaluation approaches that are more flexible and dynamic.
REFLECTIONS

Making evaluation more useful, in part, involves developing a deeper, more refined way of thinking about what we mean by evaluation and why we want to do it. In this section, the evaluation-related challenges facing the nonprofit sector and the underlying reasons why they exist were described in a more specific way. It also made it clear that the sector is committed to doing evaluation that gets used and that it has access to a wide range of tools and strategies that have excellent potential to help.

WHAT ARE SOME INITIAL IDEAS THAT COULD INFORM ACTION?

Some funders are setting the stage for more useful evaluation findings by revisiting the relationship between measurement and accountability. They are working to deepen their partnership with grant recipients and community members by developing shared agendas for change. They are clarifying their evaluation expectations and making more explicit commitments to act on what they learn. Funders, nonprofits, umbrella groups and researchers are beginning to expand our notions of how evaluation findings can and should be used and beginning to hold one another more accountable for that kind of use. This type of work is most successful when all parties commit to ongoing communication and participatory decision-making. That work takes practice and training.

These kinds of stage-setting actions may have the effect of integrating evaluation practice into nonprofit management in a more meaningful way. They may also open up the field of front-line program evaluation to a wider range of approaches. Simpler methods that emphasize community engagement and short feedback cycles also have great potential, as do more participatory approaches.

5. An emerging vision for a Sector Driven Evaluation Strategy

Ontario’s nonprofit sector conducts a great deal of evaluation work, and this practice is becoming more and more diverse and innovative over time. Even so, many observers conclude that the agenda for evaluation in Ontario is still set primarily by governments and other funding bodies. The questions being asked are often
narrowly focused on accountability and this reduces the potential for meaningful learning and action. The implications of this power imbalance include wasted resources, frustration, misperceptions about the function and use of evaluation, damaged inter-stakeholder relationships and important unanswered questions about impact.

ONN’s Sector Drive Evaluation Strategy is meant to resonate with nonprofit organizations across Ontario regardless of mission or size. Consequently, it will be important for the strategy to clearly distinguish the most appropriate uses of performance measurement, program evaluation, systems evaluation and applied research. At the same time, it may also be intended to help integrate and apply the lessons learned through many different evaluation projects undertaken by different people for different reasons. Sometimes, these reasons may be at odds with one another. Even as it attempts to create an integrative vision for evaluation work in the sector, ONN’s strategy needs to leave space for different kinds of evaluations, with competing agendas, to co-exist. Perhaps even more crucially, the strategy needs to ensure that service users and community members are involved in setting the evaluation agenda.

The themes explored in this literature review suggest a number of elements that could be included in the Sector Driven Evaluation Strategy.

FOR INSTANCE THE STRATEGY COULD:

1. Raise awareness about the qualities that make an evaluation project useful by:
   a. Underscoring the importance of developing questions in a participatory way, identifying intended users early in the planning process, and offering practical tips for reaching consensus on evaluation questions.
   b. Itemizing the types of questions that make evaluations useful to various types of users.
   c. Helping nonprofits identify situations where applied research might be more useful than evaluation.
   d. Sharing best practices of good process that lead to really useful evaluation.

2. Build capacity at a nonprofit level to negotiate evaluation with different stakeholders.

3. Elevate discussion about the purposes of evaluation work and help to identify evaluation initiatives that lack focus or attempt to serve too many agendas at once. It could flag cases where the balance of
evaluation resources should be shifted away from data gathering and toward building stronger collaborative relationships. It could call for an evaluation of evaluations to track usefulness over time. It could help nonprofits to diagnose situations where an evaluation project is based on unrealistic or misaligned expectations.

4. Clarify roles in Ontario’s nonprofit evaluation ecosystem. It may be, for example, that evaluation work would be more useful if it was disentangled from the accountability and reporting process and managed in a more independent way. Independent, multi-sectoral planning tables or provincial networks may be well positioned to facilitate discussions about evaluation priorities because they have no direct power over any of the stakeholders involved.

5. Promote or start conversations among and across different levels of stakeholders (funder-funder, funder-grantee, and grantee-grantee) about their evaluation needs and where there can be alignment.

Final thoughts

This report serves as a first step toward developing the Sector Driven Evaluation Strategy. Many different kinds of measurement work are undertaken in the sector. One simple but important way of setting the stage for evaluation use is to become more informed about the relative strengths and limitations of applied research, performance measurement, program evaluation and systems evaluation. This will help us to more quickly diagnose situations where expectations and strategies are misaligned. There are other important changes in perspective that have the potential to be very helpful. Re-orienting evaluation practice to put engagement and relationship building at the centre of the process is a powerful step.

In Ontario’s nonprofit sector, evaluation is least likely to lead to positive action when it is used only as a means to hold nonprofits accountable for their use of grant money. The potential for learning and action is even lower if the process is poorly explained, based on unrealistic expectations, or under resourced. This is not in the least surprising. The evaluation literature has identified these mistakes and their implications time and again. It has also developed a wide range of ideas about why these problems occur and how to avoid them. It may be fair to say that the key problem with evaluation in the nonprofit sector is the misuse of evaluation. When evaluation is misused, the people involved can be treated like the raw materials in a mechanical process rather than as partners with power and voice. Although this paper has focused on the
ways in which evaluation fails to produce useful results, it is also important to say that evaluation can cause serious harm. Misuse of evaluation can be a way to avoid engaging in difficult conversations with partners. It can undermine privacy and dignity for individuals and it can be used to rationalize poor policy decisions.

Talking about evaluation as a dry, technical undertaking has led us, perhaps, to understate its importance. At the same time, the investment in measurement and evaluation work has been huge. Yet, although the data on the impact of evaluation is not sufficient to reach strong conclusions, the ideas reviewed in this paper strongly suggest that the sector’s investment in evaluation to date has not always been as informed or grounded as it should be. Consequently, it has not yielded as much value as it should and it has sometimes had negative consequences.

Going forward, we are beginning to envision what a strategy for evaluation in the nonprofit sector could look like. Yet, we also know our limitations. There are other reports, other people, and other issues that we may have missed and as such we do not claim that this paper is an exhaustive summation but rather acts as a snapshot of what we have read, heard, and seen to date. For this reason, we recognize that it is only through further engagement with the sector that we will be able to move past some of the issues we’ve raised here and begin to shift the perspective about what evaluation can and should be.

In that sense, for us to achieve our goals, we will need your help and we invite you to get in touch and provide us with your feedback. Help us develop the Sector Driven Evaluation Strategy and make evaluation less about paperwork and more about insight. The stakes are higher than you might think.

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!
We want to hear from you! Give us your feedback on this report:
https://theonn.wufoo.com/forms/evaluationliterature-review-feedback/

For more information, visit:
http://theonn.ca/our-work/our-structures/evaluation/

Stay connected to our work:
Subscribe to the Evidence Network News Flash
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>GLOSSARY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Accountability</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Applied research</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Culture of learning</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evaluation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Look-Good-Avoid Blame (LGAB)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New Public Management (NPM)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Performance management</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Program evaluation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sector Driven</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evaluation Strategy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Systems change</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Systems evaluation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theory of change</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Utilization-Focused</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evaluation (UFE)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Audience</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EVALUATION USES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Conceptual use</strong></th>
<th>Occurs when an evaluation helps users develop a deeper understanding of key issues or ideas.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Instrumental use</strong></td>
<td>Occurs when an evaluation’s recommendations are acted upon directly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| **Process use** | Occurs when the evaluation experience itself leads to action. |
| **Symbolic, legitimative, or persuasive use** | Occurs when an evaluation’s findings help to bolster the case for an intervention that is already planned, or to adjust the strategy for implementation of that intervention. |
| **Intended users** | Those who are expected to take specific types of action on the basis of the evaluation. |

| **Voluntary Sector Initiative** | Initiative by the Canadian federal government and the nonprofit sector in the early 2000s to improve nonprofit capacity and the relationship between the federal government and the sector. |
APPENDIX A: LITERATURE REVIEW MIND MAP
APPENDIX B: EVALUATION SYSTEM MAP
## APPENDIX C: TABLE 4. THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TOOLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• ongoing monitoring</td>
<td>• learning</td>
<td>• demonstration of the impact of a network of connected interventions</td>
<td>• generation of new, generalizable knowledge about best practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• minor program adjustments</td>
<td>• consensus building</td>
<td>• critical review demonstration of impact of specific programs in specific contexts (often short-term)</td>
<td>• study of the typical long-term impact of program types or models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• accountability</td>
<td>• identification of specific, localized recommendations for future action by specific actors</td>
<td>• identification of high level recommendations for future action</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• simple,</td>
<td>• wider</td>
<td>• aggregation of</td>
<td>• very wide range</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nonintrusive</td>
<td>range of</td>
<td>data from many</td>
<td>of methods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>methods like</td>
<td>more</td>
<td>sources</td>
<td>• Longitudinal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intake forms,</td>
<td>intensive</td>
<td></td>
<td>Approaches,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>checklists,</td>
<td>qualitative</td>
<td></td>
<td>quasi-experimental</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and simple</td>
<td>and</td>
<td></td>
<td>designs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feedback</td>
<td>quantitative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>surveys.</td>
<td>methods</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• often focused</td>
<td>• more use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on processes</td>
<td>of pre-post</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and outputs</td>
<td>designs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• usually</td>
<td>• more</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>highly</td>
<td>adaptation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>structured and</td>
<td>of methodologies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quantitative</td>
<td>as the project</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• static through time</td>
<td>unfolds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roles</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• data collection conducted by staff</td>
<td>• staff and management involved</td>
<td>• often led by academics or other content area specialists</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• analysis by manager on an ongoing basis</td>
<td>• may also involve specially trained internal or external evaluators</td>
<td>• often guided by cross-stakeholder committees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• IT or database specialists may be involved</td>
<td>• often guided by cross-stakeholder committees</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# APPENDIX D: TABLE 5. PURPOSES AND APPROACHES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purposes or Expectations</th>
<th>Approaches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Programs, sites or agencies will be held accountable for delivering the agreed upon work</td>
<td>Performance Measurement: Good fit! … if data is used!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Program Evaluation: Not a good fit. Evaluation methods are more comp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Systems Evaluation: Not a good fit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programs, sites or agencies will be held accountable for the impact they achieve</td>
<td>Can work well...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• If performance measurement systems are sophisticated, specialized, and carefully monitored.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Can work well...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• But evaluations undertaken for this purpose may not be as good at generating local insights or actions (see below).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Can work well...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• When time and energy are invested in shared measurement systems, ongoing communication, backbone infrastructure, and a shared sense of purpose.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not a good fit.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

continued...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local programs or agencies will develop insights about their work and its impact leading them to improve practice</th>
<th><strong>X</strong></th>
<th><strong>✓</strong></th>
<th><strong>—</strong></th>
<th><strong>X</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rarely works.</td>
<td>Good fit!</td>
<td>Can work well...</td>
<td>Not a good fit.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Measures are focused on outputs, buy-in is minimal and analysis is basic.</td>
<td>• Especially when time and energy is invested in buy-in, communication, clarity of purpose, and plans for use.</td>
<td>• If local sites are engaged as partners in the process.</td>
<td>• Applied research is not designed to inform action in a direct way.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The sector or the community will develop new knowledge about best practices and long-term impacts</th>
<th><strong>X</strong></th>
<th><strong>X</strong></th>
<th><strong>✓</strong></th>
<th><strong>✓</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rarely works on its own</td>
<td>Rarely works.</td>
<td>Good fit!</td>
<td>Good fit!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Although performance measurement methods are often useful when incorporated into systems evaluation projects.</td>
<td>• Local evaluations do not typically measure long term change and are not designed To generate generalizable knowledge.</td>
<td>• Especially when time and energy are invested in shared measurement systems, ongoing communication, backbone infrastructure, and a shared sense of purpose.</td>
<td>• Especially when the research questions are highly focused and specialized.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Large systems will develop insights about their work and its impact leading them to improve practice</th>
<th><strong>X</strong></th>
<th><strong>X</strong></th>
<th><strong>✓</strong></th>
<th><strong>✓</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rarely works on its own</td>
<td>Rarely works.</td>
<td>Good fit!</td>
<td>Can work well...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Although performance measurement methods are often useful when incorporated into systems evaluation projects.</td>
<td>• It is challenging to aggregate findings from disparate local evaluations.</td>
<td>• Especially when time and energy are invested in shared measurement systems, ongoing communication, backbone infrastructure, and a shared sense of purpose.</td>
<td>• If research findings are presented in an accessible way and provided in a timely manner.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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